SERVIDOR
mine be it, Muse, to praise the American (or should I have
said " th' American " ?) hotel The theme is large; but
as I know far more about it than most respectable, home-
loving Americans, I am plainly the man. True, in a moment
of exasperation I once divided American hotels into two
classes—those in the hall of which the arrival of a railway-
train would attract attention, and those where it would not,
But that was hardly just. Someone would be pretty nearly
sure to notice it almost anywhere.
The hall—I never really learned to call a hall the " lobby "
—was the first object of my awe.   It was so very large.
Besides, marble in great quantities is always a little over-
powering ; and marble was the invariable setting of that
scene.   Crowds surged in all directions;  for the hotel-
lobby appears to perform for the modern city many of
the functions of the market-place in ancient city-states-
There are shops in it as well; and there the clerk behind his
marble desk performs his daily miracle of reading your
signature upside-down, as you write it on a little card, and
then greeting you with ready courtesy by your own name
(I have known unobservant men, whom this performance
left under the gratifying illusion that they were public
characters, until they saw how it was done—I thought so
once myself).   There also stern young ladies deprive you of
your correspondence, until you satisfy them by your
answers that you are veritably the bearer of your own name.
One name, indeed, is hardly enough: you must get it all
correct,   For mail addressed to " Mr. Alfred., /' will rarely
be surrendered on a bare request for the postal matter of
" Mr. A..,."   One wondered how much criminal ingenuity
in this country has been devoted to getting other people's
letters; and it was comforting to recognise the impressive
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